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1. Introduction
Radioecologists are faced with some specified problems on quality assurance.
Sometimes it is clear that experimental or interpretation errors occur. E.g. if someone reports a difference of the
behaviour of P-31 and P-32, or a difference between Sr-89 or Sr-90 or deviating behaviour of one of the Cs
nuclides. All such effects appeared to be artefacts, and radioecologist do not have to spent time on a possible
explanation. But what to do if someone reports a transfer value which is outside the expected range? Even if the
experiment is repeated and the strange effect disappears one is never sure that the unexpected result was not
caused by some special ecological condition which was overlooked.
An obvious recommendation is to carry out all experiments according to a protocol so that artefacts are avoided and
all important ecological conditions are collected. One might think that phyhicist have shown radioecologists the way
how to develop protocols. A detailed instruction how to carry out an expenment is coupled to standardised
experiments. All participating scientists carry out the same experiment applying the same experimental conditions.
The result is that physicist reach accuracy's of which radioecologists can dream only.
One might think that uptake experiments, carried out ion identical growing chambers by a number of
radioecologists, may show the way on how to do reliable experiments. This it not as simple as it looks. Even if, with
the same soil, within the same growth chamber e.g. 6 repetitions of a simple growth experiment are being repeated
it is difficult to obtain the same yields, in particular if products as grain and potatoes are cultivated. One might argue
at the uptake of radionuclides, if expressed per gram product, will vary less than the yield. This is probably true and
probably it is possible to develop, provided the type of soil and crop are carefully selected, a standard uptake
experiment which can be used as a test to verify someone's ability to do uptake studies in a growth chamber.
Yet this does not solve the problem. For assessment calculations one need locally determined parameters, which
reflect the local farming practice. Soils, locally preferred crop varieties, types of management, they ail differ from
location to location. A radioecological protocol will therefore have to differ very much from a physical protocol. In a
next section a protocol is described which is based on a recent IAEA-IUR project [1].

2. Protocol for radioecological soil to plant uptake experiments
This protocol is based on an earlier protocol by the IUR Working Group Soil to Plant Transfer, on recommendations
of IAEA and, mainly, on the IAEA-IUR CRP on the determination of transfer parameters in tropical environments. At
a workshop of IUR on the production of a database of radionuclide fluxes some modifications were made to meet
requirements for the determination of time dependent parameters.
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